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The Fire Court (James Marwood & Cat Lovett, Book 2) Feb 09 2021 From No.1
bestselling author Andrew Taylor comes the sequel to the phenomenally successful The
Ashes of London
Dr. Fulford's Touch of Life Sep 06 2020 A doctor known for his achievements in

spontaneous healing explains the function of vital energy in human health and offers
advice on natural healing methods
The Last Protector (James Marwood & Cat Lovett, Book 4) Apr 01 2020 From the
No.1 Sunday Times bestselling author of The Ashes of London comes the next book in
the phenomenally successful series following James Marwood and Cat Lovett.
Osteopathy, Research and Practice Nov 20 2021 Andrew Taylor Still was the founder
of osteopathic therapy; in this book, he details his philosophy for healing, the
researches he undertook to advance his understanding, and the successful cases he
treated. The first part of this text sees Still detail his medical philosophy, and what led
him to it. Witnessing the inadequacies of medicine in achieving good outcomes for
patients, it was through intensive research that Still arrived at meaningful conclusions
toward improvements. For Still, each organ is to fulfill its duties, has its own
requirements, and thus must be tended to in a particular way in the event of malady.
After concluding these reflections, Still turns to each region of the body in sequence.
The individual body parts and systems are each considered separately, allowing Still to
detail his ideas regarding the treatment of ailments peculiar to each part. Diseases
peculiar to every part of the human body are discussed in detail, with the prognosis,
evaluation and treatment of them highlighted. The concluding parts of the book

concern diseases which are contagious; various examples of illnesses such as yellow
fever, mumps and measles receive scrutiny. Already a veteran medic by the time he
published this book in 1910, Still describes the symptoms and consequent treatments he
would proscribe for each. After detailing miscellaneous matters, he concludes with a
summation of osteopathy as a discipline. Although aspects of Andrew Taylor Still's
methodology have since lost favor in the medical community, many of his discoveries
in osteopathy are considered of substantial value to this day. Additionally, his work in
preventative medicine is considered pioneering. The adjustments and setting of the
bones in particular has been found to provide immense relief of some conditions, and
as such many hospitals continue to practice osteopathic therapy to this day.
The Medical Metropolis Jun 03 2020 In 2008, the University of Pittsburgh Medical
Centers (UPMC) hoisted its logo atop the U.S. Steel Building in downtown Pittsburgh,
symbolically declaring that the era of big steel had been replaced by the era of big
medicine for this once industrial city. More than 1,200 miles to the south, a similar
sense of optimism pervaded the public discourse around the relationship between
health care and the future of Houston's economy. While traditional Texas industries
like oil and natural gas still played a critical role, the presence of the massive Texas
Medical Center, billed as "the largest medical complex in the world," had helped to

rebrand the city as a site for biomedical innovation and ensured its stability during the
financial crisis of the mid-2000s. Taking Pittsburgh and Houston as case studies, The
Medical Metropolis offers the first comparative, historical account of how big medicine
transformed American cities in the postindustrial era. Andrew T. Simpson explores
how the hospital-civic relationship, in which medical centers embraced a businessoriented model, remade the deindustrialized city into the "medical metropolis." From
the 1940s to the present, the changing business of American health care reshaped
American cities into sites for cutting-edge biomedical and clinical research, medical
education, and innovative health business practices. This transformation relied on local
policy and economic decisions as well as broad and homogenizing national forces,
including HMOs, biotechnology programs, and hospital privatization. Today, the
medical metropolis is considered by some as a triumph of innovation and revitalization
and by others as a symbol of the excesses of capitalism and the inequality still
pervading American society.
Autobiography of Andrew T. Still Sep 30 2022
The Ashes of London (James Marwood & Cat Lovett, Book 1) Aug 06 2020 The
first book in the No. 1 Times bestselling series ‘This is terrific stuff’ Daily Telegraph
‘A breathtakingly ambitious picture of an era’ Financial Times ‘A masterclass in how

to weave a well-researched history into a complex plot’ The Times
The Invisible Kingdom Jul 05 2020 A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER FINALIST
FOR THE 2022 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR NONFICTION “Remarkable.”
–Andrew Solomon, The New York Times Book Review "At once a rigorous work of
scholarship and a radical act of empathy.”—Esquire "A ray of light into those isolated
cocoons of darkness that, at one time or another, may afflict us all.” —The Wall Street
Journal "Essential."—The Boston Globe A landmark exploration of one of the most
consequential and mysterious issues of our time: the rise of chronic illness and
autoimmune diseases A silent epidemic of chronic illnesses afflicts tens of millions of
Americans: these are diseases that are poorly understood, frequently marginalized, and
can go undiagnosed and unrecognized altogether. Renowned writer Meghan O’Rourke
delivers a revelatory investigation into this elusive category of “invisible” illness that
encompasses autoimmune diseases, post-treatment Lyme disease syndrome, and now
long COVID, synthesizing the personal and the universal to help all of us through this
new frontier. Drawing on her own medical experiences as well as a decade of
interviews with doctors, patients, researchers, and public health experts, O’Rourke
traces the history of Western definitions of illness, and reveals how inherited ideas of
cause, diagnosis, and treatment have led us to ignore a host of hard-to-understand

medical conditions, ones that resist easy description or simple cures. And as America
faces this health crisis of extraordinary proportions, the populations most likely to be
neglected by our institutions include women, the working class, and people of color.
Blending lyricism and erudition, candor and empathy, O’Rourke brings together her
deep and disparate talents and roles as critic, journalist, poet, teacher, and patient,
synthesizing the personal and universal into one monumental project arguing for a
seismic shift in our approach to disease. The Invisible Kingdom offers hope for the
sick, solace and insight for their loved ones, and a radical new understanding of our
bodies and our health.
Autobiography of Andrew T. Still Jun 27 2022
Fly Away Home Sep 26 2019 A homeless boy who lives in an airport with his father,
moving from terminal to terminal trying not to be noticed, is given hope when a
trapped bird finally finds his freedom. Full-color illustrations.
Autobiography of Andrew T. Still Nov 01 2022 Andrew T. Still, the founder of
osteopathic medicine, reveals how he matured into a medical pioneer from humble
beginnings in the rural frontier of the United States. Beginning with his upbringing in
rural Missouri, we witness how Still became accustomed to practicality at a young age.
At the time he was a boy in the 1840s, the area he and his family lived in was barely

settled - many basic public amenities such as hospitals and schools simply did not exist.
Still's father became the local doctor, and would introduce his son to the medicine.
Food was also a concern, and Still was taught as a youngster how to hunt for meat with
a flintlock musket - a weapon that took the greatest patience and discipline to handle.
The outbreak of the American Civil War in the 1860s disrupted the young Still's
apprenticeship in medicine and surgery, although he gained valuable experience
treating sick and wounded soldiers as a hospital steward. During and after the war, Still
was astonished at how ineffectual so many medical techniques were - this, coupled
with researches and a further course in medicine, spurred him to create the science of
osteopathy. In Still's day the drugs used by doctors carried many side effects.
Throughout this biography he notes cases where patients were inadvertently killed by or rendered addicted to - morphine, while quinine's severe side effects are likewise
detailed. For Still such drugs were strictly the last recourse: instead, he placed faith in
manipulation of the bones and musculature for a variety of ailments. Still experienced
success in his methods and became a renowned doctor and surgeon. His osteopathic
methods resulted in the alleviation of much suffering; through its use, many patient's
vigor would be restored. Living to see Missouri grow and develop as a state, Still
actively advanced the sciences by co-founding Baker University. To this day, he

remains one of Missouri's most famous and respected individuals.
The Lover of the Grave Aug 25 2019 'Andrew Taylor is a master story-teller' Daily
Telegraph From the No.1 bestselling author of The Ashes of London and The Fire
Court, this is the third instalment in the acclaimed Lydmouth series After the coldest
night of the year, they find the man's body. He is dangling from the Hanging Tree on
the outskirts of a village near Lydmouth, with his trousers round his ankles. Is it
suicide, murder, or accidental death resulting from some bizarre sexual practice?
Journalist Jill Francis and Detective Inspector Thornhill become involved in the case in
separate ways. Jill is also drawn unwillingly into the affairs of the small public school
where the dead man taught. Meanwhile a Peeping Tom is preying upon Lydmouth; Jill
has just moved into her own house and is afraid she is being watched. And there are
more distractions, on a personal level, for policeman and reporter . . . 'An excellent
writer. He plots with care and intelligence and the solution to the mystery is
satisfyingly chilling' The Times 'The most under-rated crime writer in Britain today'
Val McDermid 'There is no denying Taylor's talent, his prose exudes a quality
uncommon among his contemporaries' Time Out
The Philosophy and Mechanical Principles of Osteopathy Aug 30 2022 The
Philosophy and Mechanical Principles of Osteopathy by Andrew Taylor. Still, first

published in 1902, is a rare manuscript, the original residing in one of the great libraries
of the world. This book is a reproduction of that original, which has been scanned and
cleaned by state-of-the-art publishing tools for better readability and enhanced
appreciation. Restoration Editors' mission is to bring long out of print manuscripts back
to life. Some smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist, due to permanent
damage to the original work. We believe the literary significance of the text justifies
offering this reproduction, allowing a new generation to appreciate it.
Autobiography of Andrew T. Still, with a History of the Discovery and Development
of the Science of Osteopathy, Together with an Account of the Founding of the
American School of Osteopathy; and Lectures Delivered Before that Institution from
Time to Time Jan 29 2020 This book has been considered by academicians and
scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the
knowledge base for future generations. We have represented this book in the same
form as it was first published. Hence any marks seen are left intentionally to preserve
its true nature.
The DOs Dec 22 2021 Despite suspicion, ridicule, and outright opposition from
organized medicine, osteopathy today serves the health needs of more than twenty
million Americans.

Andrew Taylor Still Jul 29 2022 As a young doctor in the mid-1800s, Andrew Taylor
Still cared for sick and injured people on the frontier and on the battlefields of the Civil
War. But he thought the common practices of bloodletting and using toxic medicines
did more harm than good for sick people. He knew there had to be a better way to help
them. Andrew studied books and examined the natural world around him to make a
new medical model, discovering a way to manipulate muscles, bones, and nerves with
just his hands. At first, people thought his ideas were crazy, but today the medical
system he developed, osteopathic medicine, is used to treat sick people all around the
world.
Things Not Seen Dec 30 2019 Winner of American Library Association Schneider
Family Book Award! Bobby Phillips is an average fifteen-year-old-boy. Until the
morning he wakes up and can't see himself in the mirror. Not blind, not dreamingBobby is just plain invisible. There doesn't seem to be any rhyme or reason to Bobby's
new condition; even his dad the physicist can't figure it out. For Bobby that means no
school, no friends, no life. He's a missing person. Then he meets Alicia. She's blind,
and Bobby can't resist talking to her, trusting her. But people are starting to wonder
where Bobby is. Bobby knows that his invisibility could have dangerous consequences
for his family and that time is running out. He has to find out how to be seen again-

before it's too late.
Autobiography of Andrew T. Still Jan 23 2022 Andrew T. Still, the founder of
osteopathic medicine, reveals how he matured into a medical pioneer from humble
beginnings in the rural frontier of the United States. Beginning with his upbringing in
rural Missouri, we witness how Still became accustomed to practicality at a young age.
At the time he was a boy in the 1840s, the area he and his family lived in was barely
settled - many basic public amenities such as hospitals and schools simply did not exist.
Still's father became the local doctor, and would introduce his son to the medicine. The
outbreak of the American Civil War in the 1860s disrupted the young Still's
apprenticeship in medicine and surgery, although he gained valuable experience
treating sick and wounded soldiers as a hospital steward. During and after the war, Still
was astonished at how ineffectual so many medical techniques were - this, coupled
with researches and a further course in medicine, spurred him to create the science of
osteopathy.
Autobiography of Andrew T. Still (Classic Reprint) Mar 25 2022 Excerpt from
Autobiography of Andrew T. Still I will inform the reader at the outset that this book is
written to state facts, without being confined to exact dates and figures. Events that
have made lasting impressions on my mind, stated as correctly as possible from

memory, are narrated here without regard to the rules of fine writing. I never kept any
notes of my life, therefore the stories may appear disconnected. When I tell you of an
event it will be the truth as I remember it, regardless of how it may look in print. I want
to avoid "biography" as I write, for the reason that "biographies" are so nicely worded
that the reader often has to ask whom the narrator "is giving a write-up."
Notwithstanding I am often told that I ought to get a professional "biographer" to write
my life, I have concluded to write it myself. When I read about the battles of the
Rebellion, "How Major A. T. Still charged on rebels with uplifted saber, urging his
men to victory," I begin to doubt professional biographers, for I know there was not a
saber drawn nor was there any yelling during a hard fight of two hours' duration
between thirty thousand combatants on each side. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy.
In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may
be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of

such historical works.
AUTOBIOG OF ANDREW T STILL W/A Jun 15 2021 This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true
to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual
or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks,
etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Osteopathy Oct 08 2020
Andrew Taylor Still May 15 2021 This scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of
the original. Due to its age, it may contain imperfections such as marks, notations,

marginalia and flawed pages. Because we believe this work is culturally important, we
have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting, preserving, and
promoting the world's literature in affordable, high quality, modern editions that are
true to the original work.
Tinderbox Nov 28 2019 Tinderbox tells the exclusive, explosive, uninhibited true
story of HBO and how it burst onto the American scene and screen to detonate a
revolution and transform our relationship with television forever. The Sopranos, Game
of Thrones, Sex and the City, The Wire, Succession...HBO has long been the home of
epic shows, as well as the source for brilliant new movies, news-making
documentaries, and controversial sports journalism. By thinking big, trashing tired
formulas, and killing off cliches long past their primes, HBO shook off the shackles of
convention and led the way to a bolder world of content, opening the door to all that
was new, original, and worthy of our attention. In Tinderbox, award-winning journalist
James Andrew Miller uncovers a bottomless trove of secrets and surprises, revealing
new conflicts, insights, and analysis. As he did to great acclaim with SNL in Live from
New York; with ESPN in Those Guys Have All the Fun; and with talent agency CAA
in Powerhouse, Miller continues his record of extraordinary access to the most
important voices, this time speaking with talents ranging from Abrams (J. J.) to

Zendaya, as well as every single living president of HBO—and hundreds of other
major players. Over the course of more than 750 interviews with key sources, Miller
reveals how fraught HBO’s journey has been, capturing the drama and the comedy offcamera and inside boardrooms as HBO created and mobilized a daring new content
universe, and, in doing so, reshaped storytelling and upended our entertainment lives
forever.
The Scent of Death Mar 01 2020 *WINNER of the Ellis Peters Historical Dagger
Award 2013* ‘Andrew Taylor wrote superb historical fiction long before Hilary
Mantel was popular’ Daily Telegraph From the No.1 bestselling author of THE
AMERICAN BOY comes a new historical thriller set during the American War of
Independence.
Osteopathy and Swedenborg Mar 13 2021
Osteopathy, Research and Practice May 27 2022
Autobiography of Andrew T. Still: With a History of the Discovery and Development of
the Science of Osteopathy, Together with an Account of the Foundi Sep 18 2021
The Anatomy of Ghosts Aug 18 2021 1786, Jerusalem College, Cambridge The ghost
of Sylvia Whichcote is rumored to be haunting Jerusalem ever since student Frank
Oldershaw claimed to have seen the dead woman prowling the grounds and was locked

up because of his violent reaction to these disturbed visions. Desperate to salvage her
son's reputation, Lady Anne Oldershaw employs John Holdsworth, author of The
Anatomy of Ghosts--a stinging account of why ghosts are mere delusion--to
investigate. But his arrival in Cambridge disrupts an uneasy status quo as he glimpses a
world of privilege and abuse, where the sinister Holy Ghost Club governs life at
Jerusalem more effectively than the Master, Dr. Carbury, ever could. And when
Holdsworth finds himself haunted--not only by the ghost of his dead wife, Maria, but
also by Elinor, the very-much-alive Master's wife--his fate is sealed. He must find
Sylvia's murderer, or else the hauntings will continue. And not one of this troubled
group will leave the claustrophobic confines of Jerusalem unchanged. CWA Cartier
Diamond Dagger winner Andrew Taylor returns with an outstanding historical novel
that will simultaneously keep the reader riveted, and enchant with its effortless
elegance.
The Reality of Brain Injury Oct 27 2019 "A respected medical professional, family
man, and keen athlete, Andrew Tillyard had a full and active life until a vehicle crash
changed it all. He sustained a serious head injury and was airlifted to the hospital where
he worked, having only just survived. In this book, he recounts the raw,
uncompromising struggles he faced to rebuild his life. Based on regular blog entries

throughout his rehabilitation, Andrew provides an authentic reflection of the lived
experience at some of the key stages along the road to recovery, from pragmatic
concerns about new daily difficulties, to wider concerns about his new place in life. He
highlights the specific challenges and support he encountered as a person with a
medical background who finds themselves in a healthcare system as a patient. With
frank honesty, he takes readers beyond the simple message that things can and do
improve, by demonstrating that negativity, bitterness, and occasional rage are all
necessary parts of the journey. However, he also describes the many little victories that
helped him to keep battling on, knowing there is always hope for the future. In
particular, he narrates how he learnt to do things the doctors said he would never do,
walking, reading, running, and ultimately writing this book. With the perspective of ten
years in recovery, the book also charts a longer-term view of the ebb and flow of
recovery. This is essential reading for neuropsychologists, neurologists, and other
rehabilitation therapists, as well as students in medicine, nursing, allied health, and
neuropsychology. This is also a compelling and compassionate story for anyone who
has survived a brain injury, who feels - as Andrew did at times - that life might not be
worth living anymore, as it can show that there is always hope for the future"-The Philosophy and Mechanical Principles of Osteopathy Jun 23 2019 This

insightful manual by Andrew Taylor Still, the founder of osteopathic medicine, sheds
light upon the thinking and practices of osteopathy - in so doing, he reveals the history
behind the treatment. By explaining the fundamental reasoning behind osteopathic
procedure, Still offers readers a blueprint of his own medical practice. Descriptions of
treatment inclusive of case studies make this text a valuable document in the history of
osteopathy. We learn how processes of the body involving the bones, organs, blood and
nerves interact - these processes form pillars of A. T. Still's attitude to human maladies
and disease. Chapters of this book are devoted to regions of the body which Still holds
to be significant to osteopathy. The functions of the organs are discussed, and their
behavior when confronted with sickness and fever detailed. More curiously, Still also
appends a chapter on earwax - a useful substance which he held in high regard as the
example of nature never making anything in vain.
An Air That Kills Jan 11 2021 'Andrew Taylor is a master story-teller' Daily Telegraph
From the No.1 bestselling author of The Ashes of London and Fire of Court, this is the
first instalment in the acclaimed Lydmouth series Workmen in the small market town
of Lydmouth are demolishing an old cottage. A sledgehammer smashes into what looks
like a solid wall. Instead, layers of wallpaper conceal the door of a locked cupboard
which holds a box - and in the box is the skeleton of a young baby. Items within the

box suggest that the baby was entombed early in the nineteenth century, but when
another man is also found dead, the evidence suggests that the baby's death is more
recent and that a killer is on the loose. For Journalist Jill Francis, newly arrived from
London, this looks like her first story to chase ... 'The most under-rated crime writer in
Britain today' Val McDermid 'Captures perfectly the drab atmosphere and cloying
morality of the 1950s . . . Taylor is an excellent writer. He plots with care and
intelligence and the solution to the mystery is satisfyingly chilling'The Times 'There is
no denying Taylor's talent, his prose exudes a quality uncommon among his
contemporaries' Time Out 'Andrew Taylor is a master story-teller' Daily Telegraph
Books that Changed the World May 03 2020 Books That Changed the World tells
the fascinating stories behind 50 books that, in ways great and small, have changed the
course of human history. Andrew Taylor sets each text in its historical context and
explores its wider influence and legacy. Whether he's discussing the incandescent
effect of The Qu'ran, the enduring influence of Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations, of the
way in which Uncle Tom's Cabin by Harriet Beecher Stowe galavanized the antislavery movement, Taylor has written a stirring and informative testament to human
ingenuity and endeavour. Ranging from The Iliad to Harry Potter and the Philosopher's
Stone, the Kama Sutra to Lady Chatterley's Lover, this is the ultimate, thought-

provoking read for book-lovers everywhere.
Fire on the Prairie Jul 25 2019 This historical novel set in late 19th-century America
focuses on the life of Andrew Still and the establishment of osteopathic medicine.
Autobiography of Andrew T. Still: With a History of the Discovery and Development
of the Science of Osteopathy, Together with an Account of the School Feb 21 2022
Andrew T. Still, the founder of osteopathic medicine, reveals how he matured into a
medical pioneer from humble beginnings in the rural frontier of the United States.
Beginning with his upbringing in rural Missouri, we witness how Still became
accustomed to practicality at a young age. At the time he was a boy in the 1840s, the
area he and his family lived in was barely settled - many basic public amenities such as
hospitals and schools simply did not exist. Still's father became the local doctor, and
would introduce his son to the medicine. The outbreak of the American Civil War in
the 1860s disrupted the young Still's apprenticeship in medicine and surgery, although
he gained valuable experience treating sick and wounded soldiers as a hospital steward.
During and after the war, Still was astonished at how ineffectual so many medical
techniques were - this, coupled with researches and a further course in medicine,
spurred him to create the science of osteopathy.
Monica's Story Apr 13 2021 Recounts how an improper relationship and broken

confidences led to threats of jail, public humiliation, and prejudgement in the media
A Stain on the Silence Jul 17 2021 James wasn't much more than a child when he had
an affair with Lily. And now, twenty-four years later, Lily confesses to James that their
affair led to a daughter, Kate. And Kate desperately needs her father's help: she's
wanted for murder. But there is no room for murder in James' life. He has a wife, a
good job, a nice house in the country.
The King’s Evil (James Marwood & Cat Lovett, Book 3) Dec 10 2020 Winner of
The HWA Gold Crown 2020 From the No.1 bestselling author of The Ashes of London
and The Fire Court comes the next book in the phenomenally successful series
following James Marwood at the time of King Charles II.
Autobiography of Andrew T. Still, with a History of the Discovery and Development of
the Science of Osteopathy, Together with an Account of the Founding of the American
School of Osteopathy; And Lectures Delivered Before That Institution Oct 20 2021
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is

important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with
text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Philosophy of Osteopathy Nov 08 2020 Andrew T. Still's thorough account of
osteopathic medicine details the discoveries and cases which contributed to the
development of osteopathy. Written and published at the end of the nineteenth century,
Philosophy of Osteopathy is a manual which attempts to overview the major aspects of
the osteopathic discipline. Although much of Still's understanding is outdated in
comparison to modern medicine, his accessible descriptions made this book a valuable
reference text for aspiring osteopaths and physiotherapists for many years following its
original publication. Chapters generally concern distinct areas of the body, as well as
some theoretical questions which - at the time - hadn't received an answer. Andrew T.
Still regards good osteopathy as an art form, and thus does not shy away from a
passionate tone during parts of the text. Unusual subjects, such as the uses of earwax
and the possibility that man has undergone a slow decline in his bodily resilience, lend

color to the book.
Andrew Taylor Still, 1828-1917 Apr 25 2022 Carefully researched, this is the best
book available on the founder of osteopathy, scrutinising hundreds of letters, personal
papers, and other original documents.
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